Newborns’ brain potentials reveal tuning for speech and asymmetrical processing of native vowel contrasts
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I. Intro

II. Method

Humans start learning about their native-language in utero.
- mother’s voice, rhymes, native vs. foreign language (e.g. DeCasper et al. 1994, Moon et al. 1993)
- guided by prosody (information over larger chunks of speech) (see Abboub et al. 2016)

120 full-term newborns (1-2 days old, sleeping, without familial developmental disorders-risk) acquiring Czech
tested on their processing of spectral quality and length contrasts in native vowels and in non-speech stimuli
Speech stimuli: n = 60 tested, 52 included

à Fetal learning of (some) speech segments plausible but needs to be tested.
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MMR: ﬁgure à
- MMR more negative & left-lateralized
for vowels than for tones
- in vowels, adult-like asymmetry between
the two deviants (cf. Lahiri & Reetz 2010):
[fa] à [fɛ] stronger than [fɛ] à [fa]
[fɛ] à [fɛː] stronger than [fɛː] à [fɛ]
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Tone spectrum B: [fa]-like
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Tone duration B: [fɛː]-like
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one block for (vowel or tone) length
fɛ fɛ fɛ fɛ fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛ fɛ fɛ fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛː fɛ fɛ fɛ …
1320 stimuli, ~ 25 minutes

III. Data

IV. Results & Discussion
Primary ERPs:
- overall larger responses to speech
- auditory diﬀerences processed both
in speech and non-speech
- speech processing strongest at midline,
non-speech laterally
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3-8 stimuli
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Roving standard paradigm: one block for (vowel or tone) quality

1. Do we ﬁnd signs of category formation, phonetic warping,
for native-language vowel contrasts in newborn infants?
2. Is prenatal learning more likely for vowel length (unmodulated in utero)
than for vowel quality (a bit attenuated in utero)?
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Speech duration B: [fɛː]
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How about individual speech sound segments?
- some acoustic information about segments is preserved in utero
(temporal cues, frequencies up to 500 Hz or even 1000 Hz; Granier-Deferre et al. 2011)
- 35+ week GA fetuses can discriminate some contrasts: vowels [a] vs [i],
but not others: consonants [th] vs [d̥] (Lecanuet et al. 1987, Mahmouzadeh et al. 2013)
- fetal and newborns are able to learn segmental contrasts (Partanen et al. 2013, Cheour et al. 2002)
- one study suggesting language-speciﬁc vowel processing in newborns (Moon et al. 2013)

Tone spectrum A: [fɛ]-like
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à Fetal learning of suprasegmentals (rhythm & intonation) attested.

Non-speech: n = 60 tested, 48-50 included

Fig: brms-fitted marginal effects for early MMR; means and 50% credible intervals.

Basic auditory processing:
- comparing Standards (last 2 stimuli of the 3-8 row)
- onset ERP at 200–400 ms after stim. onset
- oﬀset ERP at 250–450 ms after stim. oﬀset

Higher-level processing:
- Dev-Std diﬀ. waves to physically identical stimuli
- early MMR 80–200 ms after change onset
- late MMR 500–700 ms after change onset

the

1. Vowels elicit more linguistic-like processing than comparably complex tones;
left-lateralized and phonologically-plausible adult-like asymmetries:
à indicating prenatal onset of phonological category formation
2. No evidence for a developmental advantage of length or quality.

lmer(): sig. Dimension * Domain * Standard (early ERP); sig. Dimension * Standard (for late ERP)
trending Dimension * Domain * Deviant type * Laterality (both MMRs), turns out credible in a brms() analysis
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